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It would be nice if i could 
say that this largest-issue- 
ever of cry was also the best 
ever, but that wouldn’t quite 
be- true. It is true that there 
is more fine material, in this 
huge issue than there’s been in 
any other issue. I’ve seen, but 
there's also some pretty gosh- 
awful stuff, so the average is 
a bit lower than some issues.- 
I dun'no; nobody's forcing us 
to-read the poor stuff, so may
be I should just count the good 
material and say it is the best 
--the amount of reader-enthusi
asm engendered by. this thick, 
weighty volume must certainly 
go a long way in earning it 
that title. ■

Let’s look at the excellent 
material first. Well, right 
off the bat we run into thirty- 
four pages of John Berry's "The 
Goon Goes West," reporting on 
John's adventures and misadven
tures- at the ^Detention. Taken 
as a unit or as.part of the 
greater whole, these 34 pages 
make mighty fine reading. I've 
seen quite a bit of discussion 
since this trip-report of Ber-’ 
ry’s began as to whether it's 
as good as or better than Walt 
Willis' "The ..Harp Stateside,", 
and I must say that my personal 
opinion is that it's not as 
good--not quite, as F. 51. Bus
by pointed out. in a letter re
cently, Berry’s account .sparks 
active interest because it’s
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about events and especially people of current interest. a lot of 
the people who are comparing it to WAW’s report have read the lat
ter as history, having come into fandom after the events described 
by Walt had occurred and af.ter many of the fans prominently men
tioned had passed from the scene and were only names on paper. 
Berry’s report has the air of immediacy on its side, and conse
quently may seem better for that reason. But don't let me give 
the impression that I'm trying to downgrade Eerry's report--in the 
■first place, this is only my own opinion; in the second, please 
bear in mind chat I do think Berrys piece is remarkably good. 
It's just that I'm prejudiced in favor of Willi's; I think he's by 
far the best writer fandom has ever seen, and.i think "The Harp 
Stateside" is the best thing he's written. ■

Bob Leman has a story herein titled "The other Fandom" which 
merely serves as another example of the consummate skill with 
which he can turn out fan-stuff; Leman's writing'is always smooth, 
precise, and.'milder, much, milder. it's no'surprise to me that 
when he wants to describe -the work bi a top fanwriter he uses 
phrases lixe "the balance and cadence of his sentences, the ex
quisite care with which he chooses words, the tremendous effects 
he achieves by unexpected phrasings, and-'the ' indefinable r.hyt.hms 
of his prose." This makes an excellent description of Leman's own 
writing--and writing doesn't get that way without conscious effort 
toward that, end, so it’s not surprising ■■ t:o find- Leman choosing 
such a description as the highest ‘praise de -could think of..

Another fine piece in this CRY is Harry Warner's "post Mort
em," a fan story reprinted from Warner's FAp-izin'e, HORIZONS. I 
haven’t gone back to check on whether dr-not Warner'rewrote it any 
for this CRY appearance (though I suspect he did), but in any case 
I think the editors should have mentioned that it was a reprint.

A very pleasant surprise is the excellence of the piece by Hal 
Lynch, of whom I know very little other than that he's a prominent 
and popular member of the philly fanclub. ; His two-page piece, in
volving a fan who wants to make a movie•spectacular - from "The im
mortal Storm,." probably has more laughs per line than anything 
else in the whole issue. I particularly liked the bit where this 
fan says he's going to jazz up a few scenes a lit tie--like chang
ing the Exclusion \.ct to a cavalry charge, with both sides mounted 
on war elephants. And a classic line indeed is "offhand', 'The im
mortal Storm' is the only book .I can recall in which World War n 
comes as an anticlimax." Lynch should Write more, much more, for 
fanzines. - ■'■' ■■■

That's really all the outstanding stuff in the issue,- I guess 
--but then, aren't 44 pages of classic material enough for any is
sue? Especially when backed up by such-quite-good-indeed stuff as 
Renfrew Pemberton's prozine reviews, Les Nirenberg's jules Reiff er 
parody, Wally Weber's Minutes of the Nameless ones, and like that. 
Len Moffatt's story, "Tile Ran Who carried A-Mimeograph," is an al- 
most-classic thing--Len, you had a fabulous idea there, but though 
you wrote it well, you' didn't develop it enough. I was greatly- 
disappointed . ■ . ' -

And then there's the Once-fabulous CRY lettercolumn-, which 
has Fallen on Evil Days under the someWhat-too-enthusiastic blue 
pencil of Wally Weber but is'still one of the best'let tercels a
round; and too, there's a sixteen-page index of all issues of CRY? 
and all contributions in CRY--ext remedy appreciated. . .

Of the several: other items in the. issue, 'some I'm not men- • 
tioning because . th(=y re too short or too ephemeral, some because 
they're, so cruddy they depress.me, and-one because I wrote it my
self and it's not good enough to brag about. . •

Rating: 9, ■ — Terry Carr


